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THE MISSING LINK--MANPOWER STAFFING STANDARDS
AND THE BUDGET PROCESS

CHAPTER I

I NTRODUCT ION

The military machine- the army
and everything related to it-is basically

very simple and therefore seems easy to manage.
But we should bear in mind that none o~f its components

is of one piece: each part is composed of
individuals, every one of whom retains his

potential of friction.

-CI ausewitz ±

It is doubtful that Clausewitz had the efficiency of today's Army

in mind when he wrote those words. They are, however, applicable to the

every day decisions which every commander and senior leader must make in

the operation cof our very complex Army. Almo, st all decisions represent

the competition of interests within the Army. Each set of circumstances

surrounding a decision has the potential to create friction which can

inhijit the accomplishment of missions and :an c:cst the Army and the

taxpayer more than necessary.

The Manpower Staffing Standard IMS-3) Program was instituted

Army-wide to provide some help in making manpower decisicons. The

concept being to provide commanders and senior leaders the framewcoark to

comfortably quantify the ingredients in manpower decisions. MS-3

enables the ccommander/executive to make decisions which nct only conform

to an Army norm, but also have some basis in reason and statistics. The

result is ta, reduce frictioan and to allcw faor manpower resources to be

applied as efficiently as possible.



It is my purpose in this stud' to eAamine the basis of the MS-7

Program as it was co, nceived and as it functions today. I also intend t-.

review the environment in which it was created and assess its procgress

toward stated ohjectives. I will review the logic for having such a

program and examine its applicability to the Army.

Lastly, I will explore the question submitted by FORSCOM relevant tc

the connection the MS-3 Program has with the Planning Programing

Budgeting and Execution System (FPBES). With the intagrated views of

Army personnel who are concerned with that interface, I will recommend

improvements for that linkage which, in my opinion, will enhance the

utility cf the MS-3 Program.

END NOTES

1. Carl Von Clausewitz, On War, Book one, p. 119.



CHAPTER II

MS-3 DEFINED

As the Competition for scarce resour,-es
intensifies, many "battles" are being fought

in the pea,-etime military.

-Larry McKenzie'

In the peace time military, most of the "battles" that are fought,

are fought over rescurces. Indeed the battle of the buck is a major

preoc:upation of senior leaders at almost every level of command. A

major p:rticon cf those deliberations is the allocation of manpower, or

manpower shcrtage. Manpcwer decisions land :n the commander's desk for

resolution on a fairly frequent basis. As part of the decision process,

the parochial interests of different c:mpeting factions of the command

are considered.

How do we expect the commander to make these decisions? He

certainly cannot be an expert in the staffing needs cof every portion of

his command. His intuition is :ertainly good, but he really needs scome

quantitative help to make these types of decisions. His counterparts in

the private sectozr certainly use standards in similar circumstances.

MS-3 standards provide him a quantitative tool to use to allocate

manpower spaces, o:r manpower space shortage.

The primary function :,f the MS-3 Pro:,gram is t,-, determine the

--



manpower needs of organizations which support the combat Army. Teve

organizations are primarily installations which provide h-us.ekeepirg anf:F

morale support for our soldiers, and are predominantly staffed witi.

civilian employees.

MS-3 standards are part of the overall Force Integration corcept as

it applies to the pcrtion of the Army documented in Tables of

Distribution and Allowances (TDA). Manpower standards are analogwuL r.

the Force Development and Combat Development disciplines used to- develop

the combat and ,-ombat support forces dc'cumented in Tables of

Organizaticn and Equipment (TOE).

A MS-3 standard is essentially an algebraic equation which when

solved provides a recommended staffing level in terms of manpower

requirements. The variable part of the equation is the workload over a

given amount cf time which when supplied and solved for the unkncwn

yields the staffing level. The following is a direct quote from

AR 570-5: Manpower StaffinQ Standard System, providing the official

definition cf a MS-3 Standard.

A manpower staffing standard is an expression of the
quantitative and qualitative manpower requirements
for the perfcrmance of a given set of functionally
homo:,geneous tasks at varying levels of workload. It
is normally stated both as a mathematical equation
relating required man-hours to workload factcrs, and
in tabular format showing numbers and skills of

people required for a range of incremental workload
factor values. Manpower staffing standards are
usually developed at the work center level of

functional activity.2

-4-



A simplified example o~f how a manpower standard is applied for an

aircraft maintenance function is as follows:

X = 1008 + .0])85040(000)

Where:

1008 = Fixed costs (in manh,-,urs) of having a maintenarce
function ready to gco to work.

.08504 = The standard (developed usually by work sampling
or time study with scientific on-site measurementz
and a great deal of analysis not only by manpower
analysts but also by functional experts from

either Department of the Army or the Major Command)

2000 = Programmed flying hours per mcnth

Solving for X results in 1178.08 man-hours per month.

Man-hours are then divided by a monthly availability factcor of 145.

145 = The average number of available hours for productive work in :
mconth. This number results fro, m subtracting officially sanctioned
absences from work such as leave, unio, n duties, cr training, such as
SAEDA or code cf conduct, from total available hours. (A more complete
explanation is provided in I:hapter V on page 16.0

1008 + .08504(20)0) = 1178.08/145 = 8.125 or 8 Manpower Requirements

As indicated in the above definition, MS-3 standards are normally

developed at the work c:enter level of activity. Great pains are taken

to develop standards that have utility on an Army-wide basis. In the

case cf the aboave example, this same standard wo,uld be equally

applicable at all Army posts having an aircraft maintenance functicon.

The only difference in the application of the standard would be the work

load level which wculd result in different staffing at each installation

for the same type cf work.

-5-



The Army's efforts t c , develcp a stardard i nstal 1 a.t r :rgr-i -

and to standardize TDA organizations within Major Amy Commands >MAFOM

have made this t ype of Army-wide system po, ssible. Obvi ousi y, wh-en Sh

type cf uniform crganization doces not exist, then manpcwer standards

with a lesser s,-cpe -f appli-c'bilty are developed. They can r-ankle tF TiT

standards applicable at only one place, called single p,-int atar, dar3r,

to standards applicable at all similar activities in a MACOM, called

MACOM standards, t, Army-wide standards. Functicns where hours and

outputs are difficult tc' define, such as the commanders job, are no-t

,candidates for standards develo pment. Where this e., ists and where it i

not ecnomically reasonable to justi fy the development effort, standards

are not created.

MS-3 standards are categc, rized into two types. Type I is a stanckar.i

characterized by a full scale onsite study using industrial engineerir-_

techniques such as work sampling cr time study. Type II is a standard

develcped with existing statistical data, and is less rigorous in terms

of statistical criteria which must be met.

MS-3 Standards are a relatively recent phenomen-n in the develcpment

of Army TDA manpower requirements. And, they represent a vast

improvement over the old Manpower Survey Program used since World War

II. The Manp,-wer Survey Program was based cn an ,z, nsite evaluation by

the next higher headquarters. It was decidedly non-scientific and

results depended largely on the bargaining abilities of the surveyor and
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those being surveyed.

In 1979 the General Acccunting Office (GAO) reviewed the Army'=

Manpower requiremrents process and found them significantly lacking in

statistical validity and re:ommended the Army develop a workload baa-eu

manpower standards system such as that used by the Air Forse. 3 The

Army's Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel (DCSFEP) then began to develcp

the system called fcor by the GAO. The ,irst effort in this regard

an Army Standard for Installation Civilian Perscinnel Offices.

Since that first standards development effort, the Dr:SPER has

created MS-3 development staffs at each MACOM. An Army Field Operating

Agency was created to run the program under the guidance c.f the Army

DCSF'ER. The Agency, U. S. Army Manpo., wer Requirements and Dc,,zumentation

Agency ,:USAMAFDA), was located at Ft. Belvoir and became operaticnal in

late 1983. In 1989 USAMARDA was c:o, mbined with several cother Force

Integration related Field Operating Agencies into a new Agency called

USAFISA, or U. S. Army Force Integration Suppcort Agency, and is now

designated a Field Operating Agency under the Army's Deputy Chief cf

Staff for Operations (DCSOPS).

The universe of need for MS-3 standards is the Army TDA structure

minus those headquarters, and cne of a kind TDA activities, which do not

0 lend themselves to logical standards development. This leaves a

universe cf 502,000 spaces. As of June 1989, 155,813 of these spaces

-7-



had been covered by standards. Standards for another 211, 0C:', are FICw

in progr :,ss. The wo'r --'continues, with roughly 700 personnel Army-wi.de

devoted to MS-3 standards development.'

END NOTES

1. Larry V. Mc -.enz e, "I-:ommand Mission GILlidance", Resour,-_
Management Journal. Comptroller of The Army Spring 19S1, p. 28.

U.S. Department of the Army, ReQulation 570-5, p. 11.

3. Comptroller General of the United States, Lack of Control And
Feedback Hinders Army Manpower Manaqement Improvements. p.4.

4. U.S. Army Force Integration Support Agency, Standards Progress
Briefing for the DCSOPS, June 1989.



CHAPTER I I I

WHY STANDARDS-'

It will be,-zme evident that an
eminent coz:mmander needs more than experience

and a strong will.

-:lausewitz'

Why has the Army devoted resources to the establishment Jf Manpower

Staffing Standards for its TDA structure? The genesis cf this Military

Study Project was a topi: submitted by U. S. Army Forces Command

(FORSCOM), subject: The Missing Link--Manpcwer Staffing Standards System

and the Budget Pr,-:ess.12 As sub-ideas under this topic the FORSCOM

submission ask ed four questions:

- What is the intent of the Manpower Staffing Standards System?'

- How valid are the standards'

- How well does the Army tie the staffing prc:ess to, the budget

process in presenting budget requests tc, I:,ngress?

- If we canno, t link the two prccesses, is there still a

jUStificatic, n for the staffing standards system?

Having now defined the MS-3 Process, and the relevant questions

asked by Forces Command, what follows is an evaluation of the logic for
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the wse ,f standards in the Army. In additii on, the questi on-, aE

referenced and specifi,-ally answered.

Standards ,-,f all types are used everyday in business and indu . tre., . , >.

Standardization has long been recognized as a basic principle -f

efficient organizations. Pro-fessor Ralph Currier Davis cf Ohio State

Lni.ersity, and a noted consultant in Industrial Management, -ay -:-, hiz

bo entitled, Fundamentals of Top Management:

Standards are criteria that enable us to[ relate
functicons, physical factors, and personnel to
objectives by means cf policy. They (standards) are
necessary for measuring, prcporticning, and
maintaining business factcors, fcrces, and effects in
proper condition and relation to c-,ne another.

He further states that "(Standards)... are necessary to evaluate factors,

forces, and effects involved. The latter cannot be proporticned and

related properly for optimum results without standards.' "

Professor Davis was talking about business. De, these same ideas and

principles apply to gcovernment operations and specifically to the Army ?'

The answer, in my opinio-n, is yes. The only possible difference between

them is the la,-k cf a prcofit motive in the government. In every other

aspect o:f managment do we not want to maximize performance and

pr,:ductivity O:f our TDA organizationsT" Based on Professcor Davis' 1ogic,

we would be sub-cptimizing our efforts withcout the use of standards.

-1 C)-



Frederick Winslow Tayloz-r, the widely recognized father of scientific

management, was an avid advocate cf the use cf time standards in the

work place. In his first bcok cn the subject of scientifi c management

entitled Shop Management, he went into great detail on the benefits of

time study and the co:nsequent devel,:,pment of time standards In the work

place. He says that the "art" of time study shcl d be undertaken

seri usly, and loc ked upon as a professic-n. He sums up by stating that

withOut the use cf time standards the understanding :f progress will be

sl ow. -

Marvin E. Mundel, a widely read author on industrial engineering

subjects, defines standards as "a numerical cefficient for converting a

quantitative statement of the workload t,-, a quantitative statement -:,f

the required manpower rescurces. "
'S It seems cbvio us that sc, me measure

must be used to determine the number ':f manpower spaces that are needed

to accomplish a given function. The most accurate and scientific method

cf achieving this is through the use cf manpower standards. The answer

to the first posed questio:'n i.e., "What is the intent of the manpcwer

staffing standard system," in light of the abosve, seems clear. The

intent is tc, provide a scientific and dependable way to determine how

many people are needed to d:, a given job in the TDA structure.

In the Army today a great deal of effort is put intc determining the

manpower needs cf military units which have wartime missions. The

-11-



combat develcpers go intco a great deal of study to determine the

structure for fighting and supporting units. The Manpower Requireme&t, -

Criteria (MARi-C) Program exists so, lely to, determine the staffing needs of

combat service suppcrt type units. The MS-3 program is the TDA

equivalent to that effort. Given this level of effort, it follows that

some sort cf criteria are needed to determine the manpower need- :f tV #

TDA st ruct re.

In an crganizaticon as big as the TDA Army, we simply cannot leae

the staffing of functic'ns to chance cr to the unsupported claims of

commanders and managers. Managers in the public sector have the special

trust of the taxpayers, and, as such, must ensure that staffing cf these

functions is minimum essential. The functio n of determining manpower

requirements is a valid ongoing cne. Why not do it scientifically, as

it is done in the private sector where the profit motive is prevalent'

The special trust of the taxpayers should be as powerful a motive in the

public sectcr as making a profit is in the private sector.

END NOTES

4. Clausewitz, p. 121. a

2. U.S. Army War College Memorandum, MSP Study Topics. 14 August

1989, p. 26.

3. Ralph Currier Davis, The Fundamentals o:f Top Managment. p.
21-22.

4. Frederick Winslow Taylcor, Scientific Management. p. 121.

5. Marvin E. Mundel, Motion and Time Studies, Principles and

Practices. 4th Edition, p. 288.
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CHAPTER IV

HOW VALID ARE MANPOWER STANDARDS

Valid (adj). Founded o:n truth or fact.
-WEBSTER'S II New Riverside Di:tionary'

The second question posed by FORSCOM, i.e., "How valid are the

standards?", can be interpreted in two ways. How valid are they

statistically, or how valid are they as a process in the overall scheme

of resource management? Certainly the easier of the two questions is

how valid are they statistically. This can be disposed of rather

quickly because AR 570-5 devotes an appendix to quality assurance.--

The appendix has an extensive check list devoted to every phase of

standards development. It also provides "standards" for the standards

in terms of qualitative levels of precision. which must be met in crder

to, designate the effort as an Army-wide standard. In addition to this

regulatory guidance, USAFISA has a quality assurance organization which

rigidly reviews every standards submission at each stage cf development

to ensure its validity.

The question of validity in the overall scheme of resource

management is more difficult and certainly harder to appreciate.

Already touched upon was the fact that standards act as a tool for

-13-



commanders at 1o cal and co-mmand levels to make allocation dacisin-:.

And, certainly there are other roles that standards develcpment pl :ay.

resource management. Among these are contributions tc the determinja.r,

of size and organizational complexity of organizations and the

implementation of the standardized o, rganizati or po:, licy throughout the

Army. This is a significant idea when considered in light of the great

amount of effort and study put forth to determine the organization,

size, and complexity of TOE organizations. It seems logical to als'o

dedicate significant effort to determine the size cf the TDA Force.

Peter F. Dru,:ker says that the geometric- law ,o'f surface and mass

applies to o, rganizational size and co-,mplexity.

It means that size, structure, and strategy are
closely related. Different sizes require different
structures, different policies, different
strategies, and different behaviors. There are
right sizes and wro:,ng sizes for different
businesses. The law implies that there is a finite
limit to size beyond which an crganization declines
in productivity and ultimately ceases to be
manageable.

The MS-3 Program, in conjunction with the old Manpower Survey

Program, is the only program in the Army dev,-oted to sizing the TDA

portion of the Army. It is the o, nly systematic: and scientific effort to

contr,-,l its growth and to ensure that the right talent in the right

amount is present to get the job done.

-14-



The two ideas of quality assuran'-e and sizing the TDA Army are

sufficient alone to- answer the sec,-,nd FORS:OM question, i.e., "How Val_-.

are the Standards?", tne standards themselves are valid. They ar,.

subjected to, enough rigor to ensure their credibility and applicability

t,-, the TDA for,-e. The fact that they are the only tc"o-l we have to

the TDA Army is reasc,'n en:ugh to, justify the existence of the pr,-,gram.

In additicn, the setting cof any Army-wide standard serves as a

pr,-oductivity enhancement. All thcse functio ns falling below the

standard are at least brought up to standard and staffed accordingly.

Undoubtedly, standards give the commander a valid and significant

weapon, founded in truth and fact, tc' use in the battle cf rescources.

END NOTES

1. WEBSTER'S II New Riverside Dictionary, 1984, p. 7 59.

2. AR 570-5, Appendix F.

3. Peter F. Drucker, Management, Task Respcnsibilities. Practices,
p. 638.
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CHAPTER V

THE CURRENT ROLE OF STANDARDS

Generally, management of many is
the same as the management
of the few. It is a matter

of organization. 9

-Sun Tzu 1

Army Manpower Staffing Standards are developed to determine manpower

requirements for the TDA Army and, where possible, replace the manpower

survey method which is less scientific and certainly more subjective.

But along with the development cof staffing standards, many other

ancillary products have been developed which are contributing to the

efficiency and effectiveness, hence the readiness of the TDA Army. What

follows is a list and short definition of some of the major products

which have accompanied the advent of the Army MS-3 Program.

-The Army Availability Factor. 2 The Army Availability Factor is

the average number of man-hours per month that an assigned individual is

available to perform primary duties, i.e., the duties fco.r which his or

her position was created. This differs from paid manhours which is

2,080 hours per year. This facto:'r is needed tc convert required

manhours into manpower requirements which are in fact man-month

equivalents since we figure them on a monthly basis. This may seem

-16-



rather mundane but extensive research was necessary to determine this

factor since there are many officially sanctioned activities which take

the soIdier or civilian away from his or her primary duties. Examples

of these are code of c,-nduct training, trips to the military peronnel

offi,-e or the civilian perso-nnel office, union meetings, annual leave,

and vari,-ous extra duties. The list of officially sanctioned, paid

absences, from the work place is nearly endless. The research was awle

to capture this information and begin the fcormulation of an Army-wide

policy concerning it. The factor ,-,btained by the research was 145

productive hours per month for both TDA military and civilian of all

grades. This is the figure used earlier to demonstrate how manpower

standards are applied. Staffing is now based on this fa'-tor which

normalizes regional and cultural differences around the Army. The

result is an assurance t,-, the local commander that staffing fcr his

functions are established upon the same criteria as all other similar

functions in the Army.

-The Army Functional Dictionary.0 Known simply as the AFD, the

Army Functional Dictionary provides a listing of Army TDA functions at

work center level. Presently it is grouped into 19 functional

categories and arranged hierarchically so that they may be applied at

any command level. This first Army Functional Dictionary has each

function coded along with its definition. The codes are used to:

-Help in the identificati,-,n of the universe cf spaces for MS-3

studies.

-17-



-Identify those wcork centers co, vered by standards in- The Army

AuthOri zati on Documents System (TAADS)
-Allow for the verifi, ation and monit,ring cf standards-based

manpower requirements and authoz ri zaticns.

-Facilitate comparative analysis during -eview cf TAA r7 L

-Mcibilizaticin Base Requirements Model (MOBFREM).- Using data

from and equations similar to the MS-3 equations, MOBREM is a model

which predicts mobilization manpower needs at the Macro level for the

'-:c, ntinental United States (C:ONUS) mobilization base. MOBREM is an

excellent programmers mcdel which would not have come intc being withcot

the MS-3 program, because data from MS-3 is used to develop the Program

Estimating Equations used in the m,-,del.

-Base Operating Support Manpower Model (BOSMM).0 BOSMM was

developed for use as a tool for manpcower planners to predict the impact

on installation support cf moving (in cor out ) a large Army unit. For

example, it accurately predicts the amount cf suppcrt manpower spaces

needed at installation X if a Brigade c:f Infantry were tc, be moved

there. Here again, this basic research and product have come about as a

result cof the MS-3 Program.

The MS-3 Program is causing the Army to be more prudent with its

manpower and, also, more effective by scientifically determining

manpower requirements. Its value, although significant at the Army

level, is most important at the local level, because it gives the
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ccmmander the quantitative tcol he needs to make allocation decisi----

FORF:SCOM's inferrence that MS-3 is not ccnnected to the F'PPBES system i.-

Fa 1 a ious. it is this linkage at the local level wh ic h the smar t

commander can use to his advantage. But, the second part of the

question refers tc how well the Army ties the staffing process to the

budget process and presents its needs to congress. The budgeteer.

the Army would like us to think that they are not linked. Their

position seems to be that since there is not an MS-3 schedule in the

budget, that the standards are not linked to the PPBES. Actually, the

value of the MS-3 program is found in its analytical strength and in the

contribution it makes in building elements cof the Program part as

opposed tc the Budget part of PPBES.

USAFISA, using the MS-3 Program, accomplishes the manpower analy-sic

of the TDA Total Army Analysis (TAA) issues at Department of the Arm,

Level. Their results are considered by the counci of Cclo nels :OC,

and the General Officer Steering Committee (GOSC) of the TAA

process." Each TAA cycle, hundreds of TAA manpower issues are

submitted from around the Army to be ccnsidered and prioritized. TAA

comprises a major part of the manpo, wer portion of the Army Program. An

independent analytical agency is needed tc ferret out the relative merit

of each issue and put a recommendation before the varicus bodies that

consider them. USAFISA, using MS-3, fills this need. Without this tool

the parochial views of the various staffs are all that would be heard.
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The use of these tocol-s ensures a more scientifi,- and equitable

pr ioritization of the issues with the Program process of P'F'ES.

A aimilar effort is undertaken at many MAC:OM'a to ensure their

prioritized list of issues is solidly based and analyzed to ensure tKh_

need for manpower resources is valid and competitive. The ma.pw-

requirements analysts at the MACOM, or the MACOM equivalent to EFI5,

are the people who conduct these analyses. The methods they use are

found in AF.' 570-5. And, even though many of the iss-ues con-sidered x._

not covered by standards, many of the MS-3 analytica' techniques are

used to do the work. The MS-3 Program has provided this capability t:,

the Army which it previcusly did ncot have.

Another linkage for the MS-3 Standards to the PPBES is in the 1cc al

manpower analysis and allocation prccess used at MACOM and installation

level. MS-3 is a techncolo gy cf sorts which, although widely accepted if,

the private secto, r, is relatively new to the Army. This analytical

capability enables the smart commander to resolve manpower issues by,

means cther than the "squeaky wheel" technique which has been

traditionally used.

Yet another linkage is the connection between rescurced

authorizations in the TDA and manpower requirements which serve as a

bench mark for determining the authorizaticons. Requirements are

determined by MS-3 Standards and they are documented in the reqnirment.



colimn of the TDA. The authorizations column is then determined. it

cannot e xc eed , the r eqLui r ement s column. The aut hcr iz at i orns c oI m i.

undoubtedly linked to the PPBES process, because it is that ccumr whn.'

is resourced in terms of both military and civilian manpower spaces.

The inferrence that the MS-3 Program is not linked to the F-PBES

process is simply not true. Its relationship is somewhat indirect, but

the relationship is there and it is a strong one. it frankly serves a E

the analyti cal base for manpower resource decision making. The results

of the program are documented in the TDA and also in budget documents in

terms of funded manyears. Without the analytical underpinnings,

manpower resource decisi on making would be done by a "seat of the pants'

proc ess like so many budgetary decisions which are not based on serious

analyti cal work before the money is obligated. No dcoubt many budgetee-.

would prefer abcolition of the MS-3 program as it would bring them

additional clout in the resource manaqr-ment realm.

The currently popular idea that the Manage the Civilian wor: force

to Budget (MCB) initiative eliminates the need for a strong MS-3 Program

is misguided. 7 The budgeteers position is that available dollars

alone will determine the number of civilians needed. How will the

decisions be made? Withcut some strong analyti cal work, the commander

will be hard pressed to make infcrmed deciscns. The fact that the same

industrial engineering techniques, as are embodied in the MS-3 Prozgram,

are used in the private sector ,ought to give us a clue as to the proper
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role cf manpower standards, because in the pr i vate sector manpowe-

resources are also subject to dcllar constrainta. The belief that

1 ar ge cor por at i usn Luse nothi ng but dcli ar avai lab i I ty t c deter mne

their manpower needs is specio-us. Small businesses may operate "hat

way, but not multimillicn dollar corpcrations to which the Armi

certainly ccmpares.

Lastly, history has proven that commanders and managers are unncie

to trim manpower "fat" on their cwn. We seem to, equate success with

those managers who are able to build their empires. This results in an

uneven application o:f Army manpower resources which leads to uneven

mission accomplishment and poor service to the soldier. The MS-3

Program provides the means to make the readjustments periodically

needed. The basis of these judgements is not the cry of a subordirate

commander, but rather a scientific assessment cf the worlioad whiah is

then equated to the needed manpower. The MACOM Commander is better

served; the taxpayer is better served, and, most importantly, the

soldier is better served.

Ccngress has been sensitive to the lack o-,f justificaticon for Army

staffing requests. The MS-3 Program provides the only tocol for

providing that justification on a scientific basis as opposed to the

best guess of a senicr general. The answer to the FORSCOM question of,
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if we cannot link the two processes, is there still justification fo_-

the Staffing Standards System?', is an unequivccal, yes. We si mply

cannot do away with the one analytical manpower tool we have. To, d,, .

would be to invite irregularities and massive misallocation cf manp-wer

based only on the perscnality of the subordinate commander or man-.ger

invo l'ed instead of a scientific assessment of his true manpower ree-c.

END NOTES

1. Sun Tzu, The Art of War, p. 90.
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3. Ibid., p. II.

4. Jim White, U.S. Army Force Integration Supcrt Agency Off-site
Planning Conference, Arlie, Virginia, 6 September, 1989.

5. Ibid.

6. Interview with Stephen Crcall, GM-15, U.S. Army Force
Integraticon Support Agency, Ft. Belvcir, Virginia, 7 December, 19S9.

7. Department cf the Army, Office cf the Assistant Secretary,
Memor andum, Prog ram and Budget Committee (PBC) Meeting-Managing the
Iivilian Workforce to Budget (Mi:B), 28 Novemeber 1989.
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CHAF'TER VI

A BETTER LINK TO THE FPPBES

Few things are harder tc put up with
than the annoyance of a

good example.

Mark Twain*

The gcood example of the MS-3 Prcgram is, as previously discusEed,

better suited to serve analytically in the Program prccess as oppo'.sed tc.

the Budget process. I do not predict a separate budget schedule for the

MS-3 Program. However, it is possible to foresee some policy changes

which would better link the analytical strength of the MS-3 Program witP

the budget process. Some of these policy changes should be:

-Establish an Army-wide policy which says spaces co, vered with MS-3

Standards would be resourced first. This would not only improve the tia

to the PPBES, but it would alsc ensure that our scarce rescur ces are

being spent on our most important functio ns in the right amounts.

-Establish an Army-wide piilicy c,n the use iof manpower spaces which

are found to be excess when an MS-3 Standard is applied. If local

i:commanders were alliowed to, keep these spaces and use them in :ther

critical areas, they would be much more supportive of the overall

pr igr am.
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-If an MS-3 verified manpower requirement is not resour ced wit hi-

two years, either from an Armywide resource decision or from internal

sources, then scale the worklo ad back to the level the Army leadership

has chosen to resource the function. This is based upon the fact that

standards provide the requirements necessary to accomplish workload

prescribed by the functional proponent in regulations and reporting

requirements. If the work is not required by law, and a lower level of

effort is acceptable, then the Army should recognize a lower level of

effort in both the regulation and in the manpower standard.2

-The Army community and, specifically, ccmmanders, should be

taught in their advanced courses that the MS-3 Program is "the" Army

Program to viably identify manpower requirements while simultaneously

providing a means and scurce document for justifying additional

resources once the standard has been applied and the results verified.

-Establish an Armywide policy which requires the MACOM, when

required to apply a standard, tc accomplish cone cr mcore cf the following

if there is a shortfall o:f autho, rized spaces:

-Determine if the difference can be found internally.

-Submit a request to next higher using the Out of Cycle

Fr c-: ess.

-Examine regulations, policies, and procedures to, see if

changes can be made to require less manpower.
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-Examine the technocogical base to see i f autcomation :a-

subsitute for more manpower.

-Submit manpower resource issues through the TAA process.t-

obtain eventual staffing.

END NOTES

1. Mark Twain, Wit and Wisecracks. p. 90.

2. Draft U.S. Army Regulation 570-5, unpublished Chapter 28.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUS ION

I am now sending back to Belle Plain
all my wagons for a fresh supply cf provisions

and ammunition, and propose to fight it out
on this line if it takes all summer.

-Ulysses S. Grant'

Based on the research which has gone into the writing of this

Military Studies Project, there is no missing link, and the MS-3 Program

should not be abandoned. Like General Grant, we must show some

determination to continue the standards project we, as a c orporate Army,

have started. The MS-3 F'rogram contributes t,-o the budget development

process in determining needed manpower the same way the number of

buildings on a pcost c,=,ntributes to the budget for building maintenanc2.

The relationship of the MS-3 Program to PPBES is a solid one. Based

on this premise the FORSCOM questions can be answered succinctly as

fol I cws:

(a) What is the intent of the Manower Staffing Standards System?

The intent is to provide the Army a scientific, quantifiable way of

determining its manpower requirements. The budgeteers should applaud

this effort as opposed to wanting to abolish it. It does get the jo-b
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d,-ne that it was designed to do.

b, How valid are the standards?

Not only are the standards themselveE- statist-ically valid, but 5ta,-dad

are al-so a valid concept for management of any enterprise.

( _ Ho-w well does the Army tie the staffinq pri7-es, c t -.e t ' -

process in presenting budget requests to :ongress'.

-he Army Uses the standards and the techniques associated with star da: ..

de-v.al cpment in the TAA prcu-ess in building the Army FroDgram. The Frocgram

drives the Budget which is eventually appro-ved by C:-,ngres-. The GAC

directed the Army to establish a standards pr-,gram so that Cngress

cOculd have greater confidence in Army staffing requests contained in the

Budget. :

(d) If we cann.:'t link the two processes, is there still

justi fication for the Staffinq Standards System?

The two-, processes are linked in the Prcgram part cf PPBES. The MS- 2

Pro, gram is an analytical too:-l, not a budget process. It certainly

supports the budget proc-ess but it has many o:ther uses and utility.

The MS-3 Prco'gram is a strong analytic-al tozol which shculd be

supported and used by the Resource Mangement Community as well as the

rest of the Army. It is the Army version of scientific management wh:i-ch

has proven to be one of the strengths of American enterprise. To-

operate withcut it woculd invite corruption and malutilization -f scarce

resc,'ur-:es which w,-,uld be a betrayal of the faith of the taxpayers.
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